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QUESTION: 63
You are the network administrator for your company and are designing the upper layers of
your eDirectory tree. There are 2500 users and 30 servers located at 5 sites connected by a
WAN. Which design is ideal for this type of network?

A. Location-based design
B. Function-based design
C. Combination-based design
D. Single organizational unit-based design

Answer: A

QUESTION: 64
Which statement about time stamps is true?

A. Time stamps propagate the correct time throughout the network.
B. Time stamps allow single reference time servers to synchronize with primary servers.
C. Time stamps allow changes made within files to be processed in correct order.
D. Time stamps are packets sent to and from the dedicated time source.
E. Time stamps allow changes made in the eDirectory database to be processed in
sequential order.

Answer: E

QUESTION: 65
Which statement is true regarding the function-based design for the upper layers of your
eDirectory tree?

A. It is a more difficult type of design for the upper layers of your tree.
B. It should be used if there are multiple organization objects in the tree.
C. It is the best design type to handle future growth.
D. It should be used if there is a WAN in the network.
E. It is best for small networks that do not span more than one location.

Answer: E

QUESTION: 66
Which are benefits of creating an eDirectory naming standards document? (Choose 2.)

A. Time synchronization will function between servers.
B. eDirectory traffic is minimized.
C. The eDirectory tree can be navigated more intuitively.
D. eDirectory trees can be merged more easily.
E. It helps aid in navigating the file system structure.

Answer: C,D

QUESTION: 67
Which replica type contains only the partition root object?

A. Master
B. Filtered replica
C. Read-only
D. Subordinate reference
E. Read/write

Answer: D

QUESTION: 68
Examine the exhibit by clicking the Exhibit button. Shown in the exhibit is a Partition and
Replica table along with a partitioned eDirectory tree. Which servers automatically receive
a subordinate reference of the Testing partition?

A. Serv2, Serv3, Serv4, Serv5, and Serv6
B. Serv2, Serv4, Serv5, and Serv6
C. Serv2, Serv5, and Serv6
D. Serv3, Serv5, and Serv6
E. Serv2, Serv4, and Serv6

Answer: E

QUESTION: 69
When going through the eDirectory design and implementation process, whose role is it to
combine the eDirectory tree design with the organization's disaster recovery strategy?

A. Security developers
B. Connectivity specialist
C. eDirectory administrator

D. Project manager
E. Server administrator

Answer: E

QUESTION: 70
As the project lead for your company's eDirectory design and implementation project, you
have been following the eDirectory design cycle. You have completed the procedures in the
project approach phase and the design phase. As you continue through the eDirectory
design cycle, which procedure still needs to be completed?

A. Planning a time synchronization strategy
B. Setting login script standards
C. Determining a partition and replica placement strategy
D. Setting a standard for eDirectory object names
E. Designing the lower layers of the tree

Answer: A
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